eCLIQ System:
Your key to
electronic locking

Why choose electronic locking?

“eCLIQ is an
electronic locking system
designed to deliver high
flexibility.” – CLIQ Reseller

Read more in the system
overview

Changing organizational structures, the rapid growth
in team and project work, and the rise in mobile
working are putting enormous pressure on building
infrastructure and those responsible for security
technology. Designed with this in mind, eCLIQ is the
best choice for a more secure future.
Our certified CLIQ specialist resellers will help with your
individual needs analysis, locking plan development,
system definition and selection. We offer convenient
software packages for planning and later management
of an eCLIQ electronic locking system designed to
match your current business needs and respond to
future requirements.

Questions you need to answer
before the planning stage:
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙

How is your building used?
What is your organizational structure?
How strict are your security requirements?
What other requirements do you have?
Are frequent changes expected?

eCLIQ is a system of programmable keys and
compact, secure locking cylinders, offering you:
∙ Minimized risks associated with lost keys
∙ Flexibility to manage constantly changing access requirements
∙ Enhanced security with CLIQ chip generation using AES encryption
∙ Durability due to robust hardware
∙ Easy installation – no wiring required
∙ Clear audit trails
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eCLIQ: The key-based access control solution

The electronic advantage: high security
A completely electronic locking system, eCLIQ
is based on the mechanical precision and
microelectronic modules of ASSA ABLOY’s CLIQ
technology. Secure, reliable and uncomplicated, the
powerful microelectronics in the programmable
waterproof key and compact electronic locking
cylinder together provide the highest possible
security. The eCLIQ system is generally suitable
for the design of locking systems for all types of
properties.

“I use one key to access all doors and gates
in our facilities.” – CLIQ® user

Durable cylinders and keys,
plus powerful microelectronics
Secure and safe, the powerful microelectronics
in the programmable waterproof key and
compact cylinder together provide a strong
security for your premises. The latest chip
generation delivers a high degree of encryption,
providing enhanced protection. Updates and
changes of access rights can be transferred to
the user keys via wall mounted programmers,
mobile programmers or the CLIQ Connect app.

Flexible access control
Locking cylinders can be individually programmed
using the programmer and the red programming
key. Temporary key access rights for contractors and
external service providers can be assigned quickly
and easily. Lost keys no longer pose a security risk, as
keys can be revoked electronically at any time.
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Learn more about CLIQ

Keys or access control? Why not both?
CLIQ is a security locking system with high-end
microelectronics, programmable keys and cylinders, fit for all
business types.
ASSA ABLOY’s CLIQ experts will offer the right solution. If
you are interested in receiving top-level advice and personal
feedback on your project,
click the button below

Put me in contact with an expert

Our CLIQ expert will help you to:
 
Boost security and make your workflows more efficient
 
Reduce capital expenditure and operational costs
 ave complete peace of mind by
H
ASSA ABLOY hosting your data securely

The ASSA ABLOY Group is the global leader
in access solutions. Every day, we help billions
of people experience a more open world.

ABLOY Security
6005 Commerce Drive #330
Irving, TX 75063
Tel. 972.753.1127
800.367.4598
info@abloyusa.com
WWW.ABLOYUSA.COM
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ASSA ABLOY Opening Solutions leads
the development within door openings
and products for access solutions in
homes, businesses and institutions. Our
offering includes doors, door and window
hardware, locks, access control and service.

